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ABSTRACT

With our society moving towards Industry 4.0, an increasing
number of tasks and procedures in manual workplaces are
augmented with a digital component. While the research area
of Internet-of-Things focuses on combining physical objects
with their digital counterpart, the question arises how the interface to human workers should be designed in such Industry
4.0 environments. The project motionEAP focuses on using
Augmented Reality for creating an interface between workers
and digital products in interactive workplace scenarios. In
this paper, we summarize the work that has been done in the
motionEAP project over the run-time of 4 years. Further, we
provide guidelines for creating interactive workplaces using
Augmented Reality, based on the experience we gained.
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INTRODUCTION

With the proliferation of Internet of Things (IoT) technology,
digital information are becoming more and more integrated
into everyday life. Also in manufacturing, digital components
are playing a larger role e.g. for quality assurance, configuring
products, ordering products, and learning how to produce them.
Especially while teaching new workers, technology can make
a large impact as it can provide cognitive assistance in the
workplace [16].
Starting 2013, the German Federal Ministry for Economic
Affairs and Energy funded the project motionEAP1 , which
investigated using motion recognition algorithms and Augmented Reality for recognizing a worker’s actions and work
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Figure 1. Our system assistive system for the manual assembly workplace uses in-situ projection to provide assembly instructions and uses
motion recognition to become context-aware.

steps and further for providing feedback according to the sensed actions directly at the workplace. The consortium consists
of industrial partners: Audi AG, Schnaithmann Maschinenbau
GmbH, GWW - Gemeinnützige Werkstätten und Wohnstätten
GmbH, BESSEY Tool GmbH & Co. KG, KORION Simulation & Assistive Technology GmbH, Robert Bosch GmbH and
research partners University of Applied Sciences Esslingen
and University of Stuttgart. The project has a run-time until
the end of 2016. There are three main aspects of the product
life-cycle: manual assembly, order picking, and ethical considerations regarding assistive technology at the workplace.
The ethical considerations are described by Behrendt et al. [3].
The contribution of this paper is a summary about the motionEAP project and a set of 8 guidelines that we learned from
the manual assembly scenario and the order picking scenario.
BUILT PROTOTYPES AND CONDUCTED STUDIES

In the context of the motionEAP project, we built different
prototypes that investigate a different aspect of using Augmented Reality for cognitive assistance at the workplace. The two
large areas are prototypes for manual assembly workplaces
and order picking tasks.
The Manual Assembly Workplace

For augmenting the manual assembly workplace, we built an
assistive system using in-situ projection and activity recognition. The system is capable of projecting in-situ instructions for
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Figure 2. Four systems that were built in the motionEAP project: a single workplace, a multiuser workplace consisting of three workplaces that are
aligned in a U-shape, OrderPickAR - a cart-mounted order picking system, and HelmetPickAR - a user-mounted order picking system.

communicating the workers how to perform a work step. Simultaneously, the system is capable of recognizing a workers
performed actions e.g. picking a part from a bin or assembling
a part at the workpiece carrier. The workplace can be used
in two ways: as a single workplace (see Figure 2a) or as a
multi user workplace (see Figure 2b). Apart from presenting
instructions and recognizing assembly steps, our system is e.g.
capable of using tangibles as input for digital functions [8], or
finding appropriate spots to project the feedback based on the
surface suitability [12]. As the user-levels differ from beginner to expert users, we implemented a concept for providing
adaptive assembly instructions. The system can provide three
levels of visual feedback: beginner mode, advanced mode, and
expert mode [5, 7]. For creating instructions, we are using
a Programming by Demonstration (PbD) concept, where an
expert worker demonstrates how a product is assembled correctly. Afterwards the system automatically generates a visual
instruction for beginner and advanced users [9].
We conducted several studies for manual assembly workplaces with both cognitively impaired workers and non-impaired
workers. Considering the cognitively impaired workers, we
first conducted a study for finding the most appropriate visual instruction visualization [4]. Thereby, we found that a
contour-based instruction performs best for all levels of cognitive impairments. Afterwards, we compared haptic, auditory,
and visual error feedback [23]. We found that visual error feedback is preferred by the cognitively impaired workers while
haptic feedback leads to anxiety among the workers. In another study we found that using our assistive system cognitively
impaired workers can assemble products containing up to 48
parts without a noticeable drop in performance [15]. To further
motivate the workers, we were experimenting with different
gamification concepts to increase worker motivation [18, 19,
20, 21]. Finally, we investigated the long-term impact of in-situ
projected instructions on cognitively impaired workers [2].
For workers without impairments, we conducted a study evaluating the instructions created by PbD by comparing them to
traditional instructions [13]. Another study focused on finding
the best error feedback modality for non-impaired workers,

which revealed that a combination of haptic and visual feedback is the most promising [6].
Order Picking

In the domain of order picking, we developed three different systems investigating different design dimensions: A
stationary system [1], a cart-mounted system called OrderPickAR [17] (see Figure 2c), and a user-worn system called
HelmetPickAR [14] (see Figure 2c). All systems have been
compared to several state-of-the-art instruction methods.
A Benchmark for AR Instructions

As a result of our research in using Augmented Reality (AR)
for assembly instructions, we introduced a method called
General Assembly Task Model (GATM) to evaluate assembly
instructions more accurately and provided a reference assembly task [10]. Further, we used our GATM method to compare
our assistive system to other AR technologies for providing assembly instructions at the manaual assembly workplace [11].
LESSONS LEARNED AND GUIDELINES

Based on the experience we gained from using our assistive
system in different scenarios and with different user groups,
we propose guidelines and recommendations for designing
and implementing assistive systems for the workplace. Although these guidelines and recommendations were inspired by
using assistive systems at workplace scenarios, we believe that
they can be transferred to other scenarios involving assistive
systems, e.g. for a smart kitchen scenario (cf. [9]).
1. Keep the shown feedback simple:
When designing instructions for assistive systems, two requirements should be considered: First, the instructions should
contain all important information that are relevant for the task.
Second, the instructions should be as simple as possible. As
the two requirements are contrary, the minimum trade-off that
still fulfills both requirements needs to be found. In our studies [4, 15], we found that displaying text should be avoided
as some workers are not able to read. Also there might be workers with foreign native tongues. Further, we found that videos
and complex pictures should also be avoided as they transfer a
lot more information than necessary to complete a task. As the

best trade-off between the two requirements, we found that
displaying contour information for showing assembly steps is
a good way of fulfilling both requirements (see [4]).
2. Display direct feedback:
Assistive systems have many possibilities to display feedback and instructions to users. We learned that good feedback
should fulfill two requirements: it should be displayed directly
at the position where an action is required, and displayed feedback should be context-aware to match the performed actions.
When displaying feedback on a screen that is located next to
where the actions are performed, users have to transfer the
information that is shown on a screen to the real world. This
requires cognitive effort and consumes time. In our studies [13,
15], we found that using in-situ projection to display projected feedback directly on the area where the action has to be
performed is faster and less cognitively demanding. Secondly, instructions and feedback should be pre-selected based on
context. Where in a paper-based reference manual the correct
page needs to be found first, an interactive system can select
the appropriate feedback or instruction automatically.
3. Design for hands-free usage:
Operating an assistive system should not result in additional effort and should not limit the user in performing their
tasks. Therefore, we require assistive systems to be designed
to enable a hands-free usage. If the user would have to carry a
remote controller for interacting with the assistive system, the
user’s hands would always be occupied by using the controller.
We argue for using environment-mounted activity recognition
for interacting with assistive systems. For explicitly triggering functions or entering different modes, touch screens or
gestures can be used.
4. Equip the environment rather than the user:
When analyzing the design space of assistive systems, the
dimension of where to put the technology is very important.
Assistive systems can be mounted in the environment or can
be carried by the user. Also hybrid approaches exist, where assistive systems are both placed away from the user, but the user
can carry the technology on demand (e.g. the OrderPickAR
cart [17]). Through many studies with expert workers and
cognitively impaired workers [4, 13, 15], we recommend to
rather equip the environment with technology of the assistive
system than equipping users with technology. We learned that
users do not want to wear any additional piece of technology
when performing a work task. Further, the users sometimes
leave the work area to perform other tasks. Then the users
would have to take off the technology and put it on again when
resuming the task. Also when assistive systems are placed in
the environment, multiple users can benefit from it.
5. Strive for intuitive natural interaction:
For integrating an assistive system seamlessly into a scenario
in the physical world, the interaction with the assistive system
also should happen in the physical world. We have to distinguish two scenarios: interacting with the system regularly and
programming procedures or workflows for the system. As the
users of assistive systems sometimes have problems using a
computer or cannot deal with a complex GUI, interaction with
the system should happen based on gestures and detecting

activity. Further, as designers of assistive systems, we should
keep in mind that also users who are teaching workflows or
procedures to assistive systems usually do not have a programming background. Although these users are experts in the task
they are teaching, does not necessarily mean they are experts
in using computers. Therefore, we suggest to also use natural
interaction for programming assistive systems.
6. Design for personalized feedback:
During our studies, we tried to find the best feedback for both
communicating work instructions [4] and for presenting errors [6, 23]. Although we found that a contour visualization of
assembly positions is in general the best way to communicate
assembly instructions, there were still users that preferred watching an assembly video or looking at pictures of the assembly.
Also for communicating errors that occur at the workplace,
we found that a combination of visual and haptic feedback
is a good trade-off between privacy and error-awareness for
non-impaired workers. Despite these results, some users of the
assistive system preferred auditory feedback over the visual
and haptic feedback. Further, cognitively impaired users liked
receiving positive feedback after a work step was performed.
As designers of assistive systems, we should take these facts
into account. Therefore, a standard feedback should represent
the best feedback for the overall population. However, we
should provide the opportunity to personalize the feedback
that is given and adjust it to the preferences of the users.
7. Enable users to control the speed:
Especially when using assistive systems for augmenting work
processes, it is important to not rush the user. Instead, the users
should be able to perform the steps according to their own
pace. This results in one important design decision: all actions
that advance instructions or feedback should be triggered by
the user and not by the system. Only if the user initiates the
process, the user feels in control (cf. [24]). If the system would
proceed instructions after a defined amount of time, the system
would set the pace of the task. We assume that this would lead
to more stress at the workplace. Additionally, for explicitly
interacting with the system, e.g. for skipping a work step or for
replaying the previous work step, we integrated a foot pedal
that can be pressed by the user to control the feedback.
8. Add motivating quantified-self information:
Occasionally participants asked how many items were left in
the current task and how fast they were. Some participants
suggested to have this information always present during their
work tasks. This could be as simple as displaying a progress
bar which fills up when completing more work steps, or more
complex with a leader-board that shows which worker made the fewest errors or produced the most parts. Displaying
quantified-self information can be closely linked to adding
gamification elements to enhance work processes, which was
suggested by Korn et al. [19, 20, 22]. We believe that designing
assistive systems in a way that users can always view their
quantified-self information will lead to a higher motivation
during monotonous tasks when using assistive systems.
CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented an overview of the project motionEAP, which focuses on using Augmented Reality for provi-

ding cognitive assistance at the workplace. We summarized the
research prototypes that were implemented during the project
run-time and provide an overview of the performed studies.
Finally, we present a set of eight guidelines to support interaction designers, engineers, and researchers in creating assistive
systems for the workplace.
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